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Modern Techniques for Timeless Indian FlavorBring the complex flavors and alluring aromas
that are the benchmarks of Indian cooking into your kitchen with this diverse collection of
mouthwatering recipes. Vasanti leverages the benefits of the Instant Pot® to elevate your
favorite dishes, imparting layers of flavor to beloved masalas and curries in less time than the
traditional preparation. These recipes save you hours of marinating meats and simmering stews,
making elaborate Indian dishes accessible for everyone—even on a weeknight.Vasanti’s Indian
heritage and smart techniques are reflected in every recipe, whether you’re after an authentic
dal or a fresh spin on popular street foods. And the wide array of flavors is as varied as the
country itself, encompassing the rich traditions of different regions. Best of all, many of the
dishes include variations that let you tailor them to your diet or preferences, stretching the
number of recipes to way beyond what’s in the table of contents.With chapters on warming
soups and stews, hearty rice and grain dishes, decadent desserts and essential spice blends,
this indispensable guide to Indian cooking is packed with options for every appetite and
occasion. And once you experience how flavorful it is to cook with the Instant Pot®, you’ll
wonder how you ever lived without it!



Authentic Indian Cooking with your Instant Pot®Classic and Innovative Recipes for the Home
CookVasanti Bhadkamkar-Balancreator of Signature ConcoctionsBegin ReadingTable of
ContentsAbout the AuthorCopyright PageThank you for buying thisPage Street Publishing Co.To
receive special offers, bonus content,and info on new releases and other great reads,sign up for
our newsletters.Or visit us online atThe author and publisher have provided this e-book to you
for your personal use only. You may not make this e-book publicly available in any way. Copyright
infringement is against the law. If you believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on
the author’s copyright, please notify the publisher at: .My Happy FamilyForewordI have known
Vasanti for a long time, and even though we haven’t met in person (yet), we have always
managed to connect through our love for food. She believes that cooking is not a daily task but a
daily fun activity. She has shared her passion through her cooking classes, and now she is doing
the same through her cookbook.Through this cookbook, she makes Indian cooking accessible
to everyone. What I like the most about this book is that it is not limited to common Indian dishes.
It includes classic and traditional dishes from all across India! There are fusion recipes, family
favorites and a few special ones from her Maharashtrian heritage—and everything is prepared in
the Instant Pot®.Every recipe has a photo of the dish, which is very important for someone like
me who wants to visualize the dish even before I prep it.The book is useful for both vegetarians
and meat lovers. There is a huge array of dishes, including some “Lip-Smacking Relishes”, that
you don’t want to miss! You have to try Kees (Spiced Spaghetti Squash Hash), Pudina Gosht
(Minty Lamb Curry), Crab Xacuti (Crab in Spicy Coconut Curry) and Khubani Clafoutis (Dried
Apricot Clafoutis).Vasanti has made sure that the book includes a mix of dishes that are perfect
for busy weekdays as well as elaborate ones that are great for weekends spent cooking with
family and friends.—Kankana Saxena, author of Taste of Eastern India and creator of Playful
CookingIntroductionLike many other Indians, I landed in the United States back in 2001 with a
pressure cooker packed in my luggage. It was small but heavy, and I had to leave a few things
behind so that I could fit it in the suitcase. My nifty pressure cooker stuck with me throughout
grad school, and then after I got married, it continued to help me in the kitchen as I explored the
world of home cooking with guidance from my mom. Fast-forward to 2015: My husband decided
that I should ditch my pressure cooker and upgrade to this new kitchen gadget called the Instant
Pot. I was not ready to part with my reliable and trustworthy kitchen BFF but decided to keep an
open mind and give the Instant Pot a chance. Little did I know that it would one day lead me to
write my very first cookbook!My cooking journey began long before the invention of the Instant
Pot, with my blog Signature Concoctions. I launched it in August 2008 to document my
adventures in the kitchen as a novice home cook. To get better at developing recipes—as well
as food styling and photography—I underwent formal training at the Institute of Culinary
Education in New York City. Since then, I have been using the skills I learned during my training
to reinvent Indian classics and retrofit old family recipes and share them, along with
mouthwatering photos, on my blog.The Instant Pot has proven to be a game changer for Indian
cooking. It transforms some of the traditional elaborate Indian recipes like chicken tikka masala



or chicken biryani into weeknight wins—and an added bonus is that there’s only one pot to
clean! As I worked on this book, I felt like I was unlocking the full potential of the Instant Pot,
using all of its functionalities while stretching my imagination and challenging my creativity. I
enjoyed coming up with some of my most innovative signature concoctions, like Mithai Cake
(Rose-Scented Almond and Pistachio Cake with Saffron Icing), Rabdi Pots de Crème
(Cardamom- and Rose-Scented Cream Custards), Chocolate-Orange Phirni (Ground Rice and
Milk Pudding), Anda Chaat (Street Food–Style Deviled Eggs), Pepper Jack Paneer (Indian
Cottage Cheese Infused with Chili Peppers) and many more.This book is my humble effort to
make Indian cooking accessible to anyone. Get ready to travel all over India and taste traditional
dishes like Kashmiri Yakhni Pulao (Rice Pilaf with Lamb in Spiced Bone Broth), Keralan Beef
Ularthiyathu (Beef Roast), Goan Pulled Pork Vindaloo Tacos and many more, all made in the
Instant Pot. Most of these recipes are usually elaborate and require hours of simmering on the
stove, but with the Instant Pot, they’re done in half the time! Since the Instant Pot uses pressure
to cook, meats don’t need hours to marinate. Instead, you can let meats marinate on the counter
while you prep the rest of the recipe, and then you can dump them in the pot after a little
sautéing. Once the ingredients are all in the pot, you can walk away while the Instant Pot gets
cracking, making authentic Indian curries faster than you can get takeout. And, unlike the oven,
you don’t need to wait for the Instant Pot to preheat.In this book, I’m sharing with you not just my
recipes but also my techniques, tips, tricks and all the amazing insights I’ve gained by cooking
with the Instant Pot. Also, these recipes use traditional Indian ingredients, some of which may
not be familiar to you. You can learn more about these in the Essential Ingredients section. Most
of the recipes in this book include suggestions for variations to accommodate dietary restrictions
or just a change of pace, stretching the number of possible dishes beyond what’s listed in the
table of contents. If you’re a newbie when it comes to cooking Indian food or using the Instant
Pot, just make each recipe by following the directions as specified. Once you get the hang of it,
though, I hope you will use this book not just for the recipes but also for the techniques to cook
Indian food with the Instant Pot, and that you will have fun creating your own signature
concoctions!Happy cooking,Before you get started, here are a few tips and tricks for making the
most of your Instant Pot:• There are quite a few versions of the appliance available on the
market, and not all of them have the same buttons. If your appliance does not have the button
specified in a particular recipe (e.g., Poultry), you can use the most common button, Manual/
Pressure Cook, and adjust the time and the pressure settings to those specified in the recipe.•
You can cook rice together with the various recipes using the pot-in-pot method. All you need is
a tall trivet and an Instant Pot stackable insert pan. For white rice varieties like basmati,
Ambemohar, Ponni and Sona Masuri to serve on the side, use a 1-to-1 ratio of rice and water or
stock. For brown basmati rice or quinoa, use a 1-to-1½ ratio of rice and water or stock.• Use the
Sauté function to cook out excess moisture and thicken the consistency of a sauce.• Although
the ring is washable and even dishwasher safe, it retains food odors and can impart them to the
next dish that is cooked in the Instant Pot. It’s best to have two separate rings, one for stews and



curries and another for desserts.• For tough food or hard-water stains, use a hard surface
cleanser like Bar Keepers Friend (available on Ebook Tops) to clean the inner pot and make it
look brand-new!For Meat and Poultry LoversMy husband is a meat lover and cannot go without
it for more than a day, so it’s safe to say I’ve had a lot of practice preparing everything from
chicken to beef and from pork to lamb. I enjoy the process of creating new recipes and have
included some of my favorites in this chapter, like Pudina Gosht (Minty Lamb Curry) and Methi
Murgh Handi (Fenugreek Chicken Curry). I also love to put my own spin on classics, like the
Maharashtrian Pandhra Rassa (Chicken in Mild Coconut Curry). Over the years, I have also
perfected the recipe for the restaurant favorite Chicken Tikka Masala (Chicken in Creamy
Tomato Sauce). I’ve held on to family recipes, like the Ball Curry (Meatball Curry), which I
learned from my mother-in-law so I could make my husband his favorite curry. I’m sharing my
take on some of the popular dishes from different regions in India, like the North Indian Murgh
Malaiwala (Chicken in Herbed Cream Sauce), Maharashtrian Lamb Kala Masala (Lamb in
Onion-Coconut Curry), Rajasthani Laal Maas (Lamb in Red Curry) and the Keralan Beef
Ularthiyathu (Beef Roast).The delicious curries in this chapter are traditionally made with a lot of
sautéing and stirring before they are simmered away for hours on the stove so that the meat is
cooked to tender, melt-in-your-mouth perfection. Thanks to the Instant Pot, these time-
consuming recipes can be made in less than half the time, yet they have the same depth of
flavor and the meat is soft, succulent and falling off the bone.All the dishes in this chapter are
typically served as a main course and pair very well with steamed basmati rice and Indian
breads like naan, rotis or parathas.Chicken Tikka Masala(Chicken in Creamy Tomato
Sauce)This is one of the most popular dishes of Indian cuisine and is on the menu of almost
every Indian restaurant in the world! I love its robust and smoky flavor, which comes from adding
the tandoor-grilled chicken tikka pieces to the tomato-cream masala sauce.While you can find
hundreds of recipes for making this dish in the Instant Pot, my recipe is truly unique! I cook the
marinated chicken in a steamer basket with the sauce at the bottom in the main pot. This
process allows the marinade to drip into the sauce, enhancing its flavor. The cooked chicken
pieces are broiled and then added to the sauce. The dish is finished off with heavy cream and
kasuri methi (dried fenugreek).Serves 4Marinade½ cup (120 ml) plain, unsweetened Greek
yogurt2 cloves garlic, finely grated½-inch (1.3-cm) piece fresh ginger, finely grated1 tbsp (6 g)
Kashmiri red chili powder (see Notes)Red chili powder, as needed1 tsp Easy Garam Masala1
tbsp (15 ml) mustard oil or neutral oil of choiceSalt, as needed2 lb (908 g) boneless, skinless
chicken thighs, cut into 1½-inch (4-cm) cubes (see Variation)Sauce4 tbsp (60 ml) neutral oil of
choice, divided½ tsp cumin seeds½ tsp asafetida1 large onion, mincedSalt, as needed½-inch
(1.3-cm) piece fresh ginger, finely grated2 cloves garlic, finely grated½ tsp ground turmeric½ tsp
ground cumin½ tsp ground coriander1 tsp Easy Garam Masala1 tbsp (6 g) Kashmiri red chili
powder3 medium tomatoes, pureed¼ cup (60 ml) water¼ cup (60 ml) heavy cream2 tsp (1 g)
kasuri methi (dried fenugreek leaves), crushed4 to 5 sprigs fresh cilantro, leaves roughly
chopped, for garnishingFor ServingTandoori naan, rotis or laccha parathasSteamed basmati



riceStart by making the marinade. In a large bowl, whisk together the Greek yogurt, garlic,
ginger, Kashmiri red chili powder, red chili powder, Easy Garam Masala, mustard oil and salt.
Add the chicken and toss it in the marinade, ensuring all of the pieces are evenly coated.
Marinate the chicken on the counter while you prep the rest of the ingredients. Alternatively, if
you have time, marinate the chicken in the refrigerator for up to 8 hours or overnight. If you
marinate the chicken in the refrigerator, let the chicken sit out on the counter for 30 to 60 minutes
before cooking it.To make the sauce, place the inner pot in the Instant Pot and press the Sauté
button. When the display shows “Hot,” add 2 tablespoons (30 ml) of the oil, the cumin seeds and
asafetida. When the seeds sizzle and the asafetida froths, add the onion. Sprinkle the mixture
with some salt to help the onion soften. Sauté the onion for 8 to 10 minutes, stirring it frequently,
until it is golden brown.Stir in the ginger and garlic and sauté the mixture for 1 minute. Add the
turmeric, ground cumin, coriander, Easy Garam Masala and Kashmiri red chili powder. Sauté the
mixture for 30 seconds to let the spices bloom.Mix in the tomatoes and stir to combine the
ingredients. Deglaze the bottom of the pot by scraping it with a wooden spoon. This is an
important step; if the bottom of the pot is not deglazed well, the “burn” error might appear during
the pressure-cooking stage.Cook the mixture for 5 minutes, until the tomatoes lose most of their
moisture. Press the Cancel button to turn off the Instant Pot. Add the water and stir to combine it
with the other ingredients. Deglaze the bottom of the pot again if needed. Also, taste the mixture
and adjust the seasonings if needed.To cook the chicken and the sauce, place a tall trivet in the
inner pot, over the tomato-onion sauce (see Notes).Transfer the marinated chicken pieces to a
steamer basket and place it over the trivet. Close the Instant Pot’s lid and turn the steam-release
valve to the sealing position. Press the Poultry or Manual/Pressure Cook button and set the timer
for 10 minutes at high pressure. When the cooking is complete, allow the pressure to release
naturally—which will take 15 to 20 minutes—and then open the lid.While the Instant Pot
depressurizes, preheat the broiler. Line a medium nonstick baking sheet with aluminum foil and
lightly grease the foil with about ½ tablespoon (8 ml) of oil. Using a pair of tongs, transfer the
cooked chicken pieces to the prepared baking sheet. Gently separate them with the tongs so
that they are not touching.Brush the chicken pieces with the remaining 1½ tablespoons (22 ml)
of oil. Broil the chicken for 2 to 3 minutes, until they are lightly charred. Take the baking sheet out
of the oven, flip the chicken pieces and broil them for 2 to 3 minutes on the other side.To bring
the dish together, remove the trivet from the inner pot and press the Sauté button to help the
sauce thicken. Cook the sauce, stirring it frequently, for about 2 minutes. Add the broiled chicken
pieces. Toss the chicken gently to combine them with the sauce.Press the Cancel button to turn
off the Instant Pot. Press the Keep Warm button. Pour in the heavy cream, then add the kasuri
methi and stir the mixture gently, but do not overmix the ingredients. Close the lid and let the
flavors blend and develop for 10 to 15 minutes, or until you are ready to serve.Garnish the dish
with the cilantro. Serve it with warm naan or steamed basmati rice.notes:• Kashmiri red chili
powder gives the chicken and the sauce their vibrant red color. You can substitute mild
Hungarian paprika or tandoori masala, which is available in Indian stores or on Ebook Tops.• If



you don’t have a steamer basket, broil the chicken first per the directions in the recipe, adding an
additional ¼ cup (60 ml) of water to avoid the “burn” error, and then add it to the sauce. Follow
the remaining steps in the recipe.Variation• Turn this recipe into a vegetarian paneer tikka
masala by substituting the chicken with cubed paneer cheese. Marinate the paneer cubes in the
same marinade as you would the chicken, but do not cook them in the steamer basket along
with the sauce. Instead, broil the cheese like you would the cooked chicken in the recipe. Finally,
decrease the cooking time for the sauce to 5 minutes, then combine the broiled paneer with the
cooked sauce.Ball Curry(Meatball Curry)This traditional recipe for making tender, juicy
meatballs cooked in a spicy curry comes from my husband’s family, who is from Chennai, in the
southern part of India. This is his grandmother’s recipe, which was passed down to me by my
mother-in-law, and I learned it in the first week that I spent with them right after my husband and I
married.I retrofitted the recipe to accommodate the Instant Pot, as I think making meatballs in
the Instant Pot is the easiest and best method—they don’t fall apart or dry out like they do when
they are pan-fried or baked in the oven. Simply drop them in the curry and cook everything
together. The curry gets infused with meaty flavor and tastes amazing!Serves 4Meatballs1½ lb
(681 g) ground chicken thigh meat (see Variations)2 tsp (4 g) Easy Garam Masala½ tsp ground
turmericSalt, as neededRed pepper flakes, as needed 4 to 5 sprigs fresh cilantro, tender parts of
stems and leaves minced1 medium green onion, minced Paste1 large onion, peeled and
quartered cup (33 g) grated fresh or thawed frozen coconut2 to 3 green bird’s eye chilies,
halved (see Variations)4 cloves garlic, smashed and peeled1-inch (2.5-cm) piece fresh ginger,
roughly choppedCurry2 tbsp (30 g) coconut oil or neutral oil of choice, plus more as needed½
tsp cumin seeds½ tsp mustard seeds¼ tsp asafetidaSalt, as needed½ tsp ground turmeric½ tsp
ground cumin½ tsp ground coriander1 tsp Easy Garam Masala2 medium tomatoes, pureed2
cups (480 ml) chicken stock or water4 to 5 sprigs fresh cilantro, leaves roughly chopped, for
garnishingFor ServingSteamed Ponni rice or basmati rice (see Notes)Plain, unsweetened Greek
yogurt (optional)Vadu mango pickle (see Notes; optional)Start by preparing the meatball
mixture. In a medium bowl, combine the chicken, Easy Garam Masala, turmeric, salt, red pepper
flakes, cilantro and green onion. Mix until the ingredients are just combined. Do not mash the
meat or overwork the mixture. Set the meatball mixture aside.Prepare the paste. In a blender or
food processor, combine the onion, coconut, bird’s-eye chilies, garlic and ginger. Blend the
ingredients until they form a smooth paste. Set the paste aside.To make the curry, place the
inner pot in the Instant Pot and press the Sauté button. When the display reads “Hot,” add the
coconut oil and allow it to melt. Add the cumin seeds, mustard seeds and asafetida. When the
seeds sizzle and the asafetida froths, add the paste. Season the mixture with salt and sauté it for
8 to 10 minutes, stirring frequently to ensure it cooks evenly, until the paste loses most of its
moisture and leaves the sides of the pot, coming together in a cohesive mass. It should not have
a raw smell and should be a light brown color. Don’t worry if the bottom of the pot looks burnt; it
will be deglazed with the addition of the tomatoes and stock later.Add the turmeric, ground
cumin, coriander and Easy Garam Masala. Cook the mixture for about 30 seconds, stirring it



vigorously and constantly, and then mix in the tomatoes. Deglaze the bottom of the pot by
scraping it with a wooden spoon and mix everything well. This is an important step; if the pot is
not deglazed well, the “burn” error might appear during the pressure-cooking stage.Season the
mixture with salt and stir it well. Cook for 5 minutes, until the tomatoes lose most of their moisture
and the whole mixture turns into a thick paste. Press the Cancel button to turn off the Instant Pot.
Pour in the chicken stock and stir to combine the ingredients. Deglaze the bottom of the pot
again if needed. Also, taste the mixture and adjust the seasonings if needed.Rub a little
additional coconut oil on your palms. Shape the meatball mixture into approximately 1-inch (2.5-
cm) round meatballs between your palms and gently drop them into the pot with the curry,
making sure not to stack the meatballs on top of one another. Alternatively, use a mini ice cream
scoop to shape the meatballs and directly drop them into the pot.Once all the meatballs are in
the curry, do not touch or move them. Close the lid and turn the steam-release valve to the
sealing position. Press the Poultry or Manual/Pressure Cook button and set the timer for 10
minutes at high pressure. When the cooking is complete, allow the pressure to release naturally
—which will take 15 to 20 minutes—and then open the lid.Garnish the curry with the cilantro.
Serve it spooned over a bed of steamed rice along with some Greek yogurt (if using) and Vadu
mango pickle (if using).notes:• Ponni rice is grown in Tamil Nadu state.• Vadu mango pickle is a
traditional South Indian pickle made with baby mangoes, mustard seeds and red chilies. It’s a
classic pairing with this dish but is also great with many other South Indian dishes in the book. It
can be easily found in Indian grocery stores or online.Variations• You can switch it up and make
the recipe with any type of ground meat—try turkey, lamb, beef or pork.• If you prefer a milder
curry, use serrano or jalapeño chilies for less heat.• Make it vegetarian by using baby potatoes
instead of meatballs and use water or vegetable stock in place of chicken stock.Pudina
Gosht(Minty Lamb Curry)Lamb and mint are a match made in heaven, and the classic pairing
was the inspiration behind this not-too-spicy lamb curry! To double down on the minty flavor for
the curry, I marinate the lamb with lots of fresh mint mixed with some spiced yogurt. I also use a
fresh paste of cilantro, green chilies and, of course, mint, to make the curry.I’ve made this curry
on the stove, but the stovetop version doesn’t compare to how flavorful this dish becomes when
it’s cooked in the Instant Pot. The mint and spices get locked into the meat under pressure,
resulting in a simply delicious curry with melt-in-your-mouth lamb.Serves 3 to 4Marinade cup
(80 ml) plain, unsweetened Greek yogurt1 cup (32 g) tightly packed fresh mint leaves1 tbsp (6 g)
meat masala (see Note)Salt, as needed½ tsp freshly ground black pepper1½ lb (681 g)
boneless lamb stew meat, cut into 1½-inch (4-cm) cubes and trimmed of visible fat (see
Variations)Paste¼ cup (8 g) tightly packed fresh mint leaves¼ cup (4 g) tightly packed fresh
cilantro leaves1 to 2 green bird’s-eye chilies, roughly chopped or broken into pieces (see
Variations)Curry2 tbsp (30 ml) neutral oil of choice 1 tsp cumin seeds¼ tsp asafetida1 large
onion, mincedSalt, as needed½-inch (1.3-cm) piece fresh ginger, finely grated2 cloves garlic,
finely grated½ tsp ground turmeric½ tsp ground cumin½ tsp ground coriander1 tbsp (16 g)
tomato paste2 medium tomatoes, pureed¼ cup (60 ml) waterFresh mint leaves, for



garnishingFor ServingTandoori naan, rotis or laccha parathasSteamed basmati riceStart by
preparing the marinade. In a large bowl, whisk together the Greek yogurt, mint leaves, meat
masala, salt and black pepper. Add the lamb and toss it in the marinade, ensuring all of the
pieces are evenly coated. Allow the lamb to marinate on the counter while you prepare the rest
of the recipe. Alternatively, if you have time, marinate the lamb in the refrigerator for up to 8 hours
or overnight. If you marinate the lamb in the refrigerator, let the meat sit out on the counter for 30
to 60 minutes before cooking it.To make the paste, combine the mint leaves, cilantro leaves and
bird’s-eye chilies in a blender, mini food processor or spice grinder. Pulse the ingredients a few
times to create a coarse paste. Set the paste aside.To make the curry, place the inner pot in the
Instant Pot and press the Sauté button. When the display reads “Hot,” add the oil, cumin seeds
and asafetida. When the seeds sizzle and the asafetida froths, add the paste. Let the paste
sizzle for 30 seconds, then add the onion. Season the mixture with salt to help the onion soften.
Sauté the mixture, stirring it frequently, for 5 to 7 minutes, until the onion is translucent.Stir in the
ginger and garlic and sauté the mixture for 1 minute. Add the turmeric, ground cumin and
coriander. Sauté the mixture for 30 seconds to let the spices bloom. Add the tomato paste and
the pureed tomatoes and stir to combine the ingredients. Deglaze the bottom of the pot by
scraping it with a wooden spoon. This is an important step; if the bottom of the pot is not
deglazed well, the “burn” error might appear during the pressure-cooking stage.Season the
curry with additional salt and stir to combine the ingredients well. Cook the curry for 5 minutes,
until the tomatoes lose most of their moisture. Press the Cancel button to turn off the Instant Pot.
Add the water and stir to combine the ingredients. Taste the curry and adjust the seasonings if
needed.Stir in the marinated lamb and ensure that all of the pieces are coated evenly with the
sauce. Close the Instant Pot’s lid and turn the steam-release valve to the sealing position. Press
the Meat/Stew button and set the timer for 30 minutes at high pressure. When the cooking is
complete, allow the pressure to release naturally—which will take 15 to 20 minutes—and then
open the lid.Garnish the curry with the mint leaves and serve it with naan or steamed basmati
rice.note: Meat masala is readily available in Indian stores or on Ebook Tops. If you cannot find it,
though, you can substitute it with the same amount of Easy Garam Masala and ½ teaspoon
ground mustard or ½ teaspoon Dijon mustard.Variations• Substitute lamb with cubes of
boneless, skinless chicken thigh meat chunks to make pudina murgh. Decrease the cooking
time to 10 minutes.• If you prefer a milder curry, use serrano or jalapeño peppers for less heat.•
Make it vegetarian by substituting lamb with baby potatoes to make pudina aloo. Prick the
potatoes in several places with a fork before tossing them in the marinade. Decrease the
cooking time to 5 minutes.Murgh Malaiwala(Chicken in Herbed Cream Sauce)Murgh malaiwala
is a mildly spiced and luscious cream-based chicken curry that gets its silky smooth texture from
the heavy cream and almond paste used in the base sauce. Even though it’s a mild curry, it
packs a ton of flavor from the herbs and spices that go in both the marinade for the chicken and
the base sauce.In the original recipe, the chicken is marinated overnight before it is grilled and
added to the cream sauce. But with the Instant Pot, this recipe is easy to whip up even on a



weeknight. Simply toss the chicken in the marinade while you prep the rest of the ingredients
and throw it in the pot!Serves 4Marinade¼ cup (60 ml) plain, unsweetened Greek yogurt2 tbsp
(30 ml) heavy cream2 cloves garlic, finely grated½-inch (1.3-cm) piece fresh ginger, finely
grated½ tsp Easy Garam Masala½ tsp freshly ground black pepperRed pepper flakes, as
needed2 tsp (1 g) kasuri methi (dried fenugreek leaves), crushed9 to 10 sprigs fresh cilantro,
leaves finely choppedSalt, as neededJuice of ½ medium lemon1½ lb (681 g) boneless, skinless
chicken thighs, cut into 1½-inch (4-cm) pieces (see Variations)Curry2 tbsp (30 ml) neutral oil of
choice1 tsp cumin seeds¼ tsp asafetida1 medium onion, mincedSalt, as needed½ tsp ground
cumin½ tsp ground coriander1 tsp Easy Garam Masala¼ cup (65 g) raw almond butter or¼ cup
(24 g) almond flour¾ cup (180 ml) water, divided¼ cup (60 ml) heavy creamFresh cilantro
leaves, for garnishingFor ServingTandoori naan, rotis or laccha parathasSteamed basmati
riceThickly sliced red onion (optional)Green bird’s-eye chilies, serrano chilies or jalapeño chilies
(optional)Begin by preparing the marinade. In a large bowl, whisk together the Greek yogurt,
cream, garlic, ginger, Easy Garam Masala, black pepper, red pepper flakes, kasuri methi,
cilantro, salt and lemon juice. Add the chicken and toss it in the marinade, ensuring all the pieces
are evenly coated. Marinate the chicken on the counter while you prepare the rest of the recipe.
Alternatively, if you have time, marinate the chicken in the refrigerator for up to 8 hours or
overnight. However, if you marinate the chicken in the refrigerator, do not add the lemon juice to
the marinade until 30 to 60 minutes before cooking the chicken—let the chicken marinate on the
counter during this time.To make the curry, place the inner pot in the Instant Pot and press the
Sauté button. When the display reads “Hot,” add the oil, cumin seeds and asafetida. When the
seeds sizzle and the asafetida froths, add the onion. Season the onion with salt to help it soften.
Sauté the onion for 5 to 7 minutes, stirring it frequently, until it is translucent.Add the ground
cumin, coriander and Easy Garam Masala and sauté the mixture for 30 seconds to let the spices
bloom.Press the Cancel button to turn off the Instant Pot.Add the almond butter and ½ cup (120
ml) of the water and stir to combine the ingredients well. Sauté the mixture on the residual heat
for 2 to 3 minutes, stirring it constantly while scraping the bottom of the pot with a wooden
spoon, if needed, until the almond paste loses most of its moisture. Taste the mixture and adjust
the seasonings if needed.Add the marinated chicken along with the remaining ¼ cup (60 ml) of
water. Toss the chicken with the curry mixture and stir to combine the ingredients.Close the
Instant Pot’s lid and turn the steam-release valve to the sealing position. Press the Poultry or
Manual/Pressure Cook button and set the timer for 10 minutes at high pressure. When the
cooking is complete, allow the pressure to release naturally—which will take about 15 minutes—
and then open the lid.Stir in the heavy cream. Garnish with fresh cilantro leaves and serve the
curry warm with naan and rice, along with red onion (if using) and green chilies (if
using).Variations• Use boneless lamb in place of chicken to make malai lamb.• You can replace
boneless chicken with bone-in, skinless chicken thighs and drumsticks to make the traditional
version. Be sure to increase the cooking time to 15 minutes.• Make it vegetarian by substituting
chicken with baby potatoes to make malaiwale aloo. Prick the potatoes in several places with a



fork before tossing them in the marinade. Decrease the cooking time to 5 minutes.Lamb Kala
Masala(Lamb in Onion-Coconut Curry)Kala masala, the cornerstone spice mix of Maharashtrian
cuisine, was the inspiration behind this moderately spicy and smoky lamb curry. In this recipe, I
use some of the typical spices that go in the traditional kala masala—like sesame seeds, poppy
seeds, black pepper, cinnamon, dried red chilies and dried coconut—and fry them with onions
until the mixture turns dark brown in color and looks almost burnt. It is then ground to a thick
paste and used as the base for this lamb curry, to be cooked easily in the Instant Pot!Serves 4 to
6Marinade2 lb (908 g) bone-in lamb stew meat, cut into 1½-inch (4-cm) cubes and trimmed of
visible fat (see Variations)Salt, as needed1 tbsp (6 g) Easy Garam MasalaRed chili powder, as
needed½ tsp ground turmeric½ tsp ground cumin½ tsp ground coriander½ tsp finely ground
black pepper½-inch (1.3-cm) piece fresh ginger, finely grated2 cloves garlic, finely grated Kala
Masala4 tbsp (60 ml) neutral oil of choice, divided1 large onion, thinly slicedSalt, as needed5 to
6 dried spicy red chilies, stems discarded (see Variations)1 tsp sesame seeds2 tsp (6 g) khus
khus (white poppy seeds)1 tbsp (6 g) coriander seeds3 to 4 whole cloves1 to 2 dried bay
leaves6 to 8 black peppercorns1-inch (2.5-cm) piece cinnamon bark¼ cup (30 g) unsweetened
coconut flakes or ¼ cup (23 g) unsweetened shredded or desiccated coconut1½ cups (360 ml)
water, plus more as needed, divided4 to 5 sprigs fresh cilantro, leaves roughly chopped, for
garnishingFor ServingSteamed Ambemohar rice or basmati rice (see Note)Jowar bhakri
(unleavened sorghum-flour bread; optional)Rustic Kanda Lasun Masala (optional)Thickly sliced
red onion (optional)Green bird’s-eye chilies, serrano chilies or jalapeño chilies (optional)Begin
by preparing the marinade. In a large bowl, combine the lamb, salt, Easy Garam Masala, red
chili powder, turmeric, cumin, ground coriander, black pepper, ginger and garlic. Make sure each
piece of meat is covered evenly with the marinade. Marinate the lamb on the counter while you
prepare the rest of the recipe.To make the kala masala, place the inner pot in the Instant Pot and
press the Sauté button. When the display reads “Hot,” add 2 tablespoons (30 ml) of the oil and
the onion. Season the onion with salt to help it soften. Sauté the onion for 8 to 10 minutes,
stirring it frequently, until it is golden brown.Add the red chilies, sesame seeds, khus khus,
coriander seeds, cloves, bay leaves, black peppercorns, cinnamon bark and coconut. Sauté the
mixture for 5 to 7 minutes, until the coconut is golden brown and the spices are fragrant.Press
the Cancel button to turn off the Instant Pot. Pour in ½ cup (120 ml) of the water and deglaze the
bottom of the pot by scraping it with a wooden spoon. Let the onion-coconut mixture cool for 5 to
10 minutes.
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Kanika Dua, “All flavors of India in one cookbook! Very well described, professional and so
approachable!. After a long wait (due to shipment delays across the world) I finally received my
copy earlier this week. Can’t contain my excitement! As I browse through the book I see the
effort, energy and loads of love that’s gone into writing it. As diverse as the country of India, I can
truly feel that diversity in this book through the flavorful and colorful recipes/dishes shared in
Vasanti’s cookbook. The beauty of this book is not just the 60 recipes, but the variations Vasanti
has offered with each recipe are simply commendable - meaning if you’re not a meat eater, the
recipe can be converted into a vegetarian dish or if you love chicken more than any other meat,
a lamb or beef dish can be turned into a chicken dish. In this book you will also find all varieties/
courses from wholesome bowls to simple stews, small plates/bites to sweet endings and where
to find the ingredients if your pantry is missing some. This book satisfies everyone’s palette no
matter if you are a fan of savory dishes, small portions, cooking for a large party or have a sweet
tooth. I’m a North Indian living in the U.S. and have not had a chance to try my hands at many
Maharashtrian and South Indian dishes nor have I experimented much with Indian desserts with
a western twist , so I’m really looking forward to trying those recipes with the help of this
cookbook.I’m grateful and so thankful to the author Vasanti Bhadkamkar-Balan for writing this
cookbook, showcasing multicultural Indian cuisine through a variety of dishes, assimilating all of
India’s flavorful dishes in just one book and helping super busy parents make delicious meals
quicker than ever.”

Rasneet Kaur, “Brilliant FLAVORS! Demystified CLASSICS for easy ELEGANT entertaining..
Looking to whip up ONE POT, flavorful, and healthy Indian classics? Vasanti Bhadkamkar-
Balan's "Authentic Indian Cooking with your Instant Pot" is SIMPLE PERFECTION! The book
covers it all with chapters dedicated to "meat and poultry lovers; wholesome bowls; simple stews
and humble veggies; fish and seafood fans; hearty rice and grains; bites and small plates; sweet
endings; lip-smacking relishes"; and even a chapter on "pantry must-haves and staples."Each
chapter and recipe carries a personable introduction followed by fool-proof steps that demystify
the ingredients and the recipe, making it easy to execute. In addition, the recipes include tips for
ingredient variations, notes, and ideas for garnishing. Be it classics such a Chicken Tikka
Masala, Zafrani Chicken Biryani, Basundi, or a modern spin for the current day palate with
recipes like Pearl Couscous Khichadi, Spiced Spaghetti Squash Hash, or Mithai Cake; each and
every recipe is beautifully styled and photographed. The combination of the author's words and
pictures is almost as through she's holding your hand and gently guiding you through the steps
of meal preparation and elegant entertaining.This book is truly a genius! It's one that sits on my
kitchen counter, has earned its splatters for its much loved and repeatedly referenced, whether
I'm cooking a weeknight meal for the family or entertaining my dearest friends. I hope it brings
you just as much joy!”



KD, “True timeless reciepes !. Its very convinient to just open this amazing reciepe book and
decide what to make. The recipes are very easy and yet written with a very detail explanation.
That is the beauty of this cookbook. If its a party, getogeher or potluck now i dont have to scratch
my brains over what should i cook. I can just open the book and pick one tasty reciepe.Vasanti
has always been an inspiration to me and her recipes are simply awesome and delicious.I have
used cookbooks in the past but this one is like a whole guide to instant pot cooking. With this i
am sure i will be using more of my instant pot setting now.Can't wait to try on all the recipes.”

H. Mamoola, “The quintessential practical cookbook of Indian cooking. I am delighted to receive
my copy of this cookbook, which sums up the unique culinary experience of India. It’s not a book
trying to target Indian cuisine but is a true labor of love with recipes tried and tested through the
years, before perfecting it.It’s not just a coffee table display book but these dishes can be
perfectly recreated in every household, as a weekly menu. The ingredients are easy to obtain
and it perfectly fits the novice chef title, which I possess. Best of all, they can be made in a single/
Instant Pot!”

Jackie Wegman, “Amazing!!. This book is amazing! If you love Indian food you will love this book.
She has put so much time and effort into the recipes, they are very family friendly and the book
itself is beautiful. I do all the prepping and my boyfriend does all the cooking, this cookbook
works out great for us.”

Kamini, “Beautifully written and illustrated book with helpful substitution tips for vegetarians!. I
am really enjoying flipping through my new copy of this book. I am a visual person and each
recipe has a beautiful photograph so I can envision what I am making. As a vegetarian, I
appreciate the substitution tips with the non-veg recipes so I can make them my own. In fact I
learned through this book that jackfruit is a great substitute for meat and very tasty. The recipes
are clearly written and easy to follow for someone like me who does not cook very often. We
don't always have our Instant Pot handy on the counter so I appreciate that the recipes can also
be made stovetop. Hmmm what to try next....I think I will go with the Yeti Gassi (Shrimp in Tangy
Coconut Curry) but substitute with cauliflower as suggested. Yum!”

Monica Joshi, “Includes quick, simple recipes of wholesome rice bowls. I am loving the kindle
edition of this book. Many of the recipes included in this book can be cooked using the
ingredients readily available in a typical Indian kitchen or the ones that can be purchased in your
neighborhood grocery stores. It has an awesome collection of rice combos which are easy to
make and can pass the “nutritious dinner” test. Vasanti uses a wide assortment of pulses and
rice (even brown rice) to make a wholesome dinner.Vasanti and I belong to the same hometown,
and I am super excited to find the instant pot versions of some of the most traditional and super
popular Maharashtrian dishes. I had never imagined I could make them using instant pot…



Mango sheera, Anda curry, Misal. YUMMM!!!. This is a great effort by Vasanti, and I recommend
this book if you are an Instant Pot lover and looking for some quick healthy recipes.”

The book by Vasanti Bhadkamkar-Balan has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 17 people have provided
feedback.
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